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ABS TRACT •

The Bureau of Mineral Resources carried

out a seismic survey of four months duration in the

Carpentaria Basin, North Queensland, in the second

half of 19583 The purposes and main results of the

survey are described briefly in this report.^The

Basin was found to be deepening gradually towards

the southeastern corner of the Gulf of Carpentaria.

The maximum thickness of sediments measured was

3,300 feet It was found that the gravity anomaliz

in the area do not correlate with basement relief



1. INTRODUCTION

From July to December, 1958 the Bureau of Mineral
Resources, Geology and Geophysics carried out a seismic survey
in the Carpontarla Basin at the request of Associated Australian
Oilfields N.L. supported by the Queensland Mines Department.
Seismic work was also requested in the same region by Associated
Freney Oilfields N.L. 7 but this company relinquished its Authority
to Prospect before the survey took place , .

The objects of the survey were:-

(a) to determine the general form of the Basin from its
western margin to its eastern margin.

(b) to establish the structural position of the Karumba
bore (A.A.O.No.8) and, if practical, determine the site
for a new bore to test this structure should the Karumba

(c)^

bore be too far off the culmination of the structure.

to determine the structural significance of the line
of positive gravity anomalies from Magoura south of
Karumba to Macaroni about 10 miles inland from mouth
of Gilbert River, and to detail the structure below
one of the anomalies if previous work should suggest
this desirable (Plate 3).

The seismic party arrived at Normanton to commence the
survey on 11th July and terminated the survey near Burketown on
11th November. The locations of these towns are shown on the map
of plate 1.

2. FIELD WORK. 

The survey was conducted by geophysicists C.S.Robertson
and F.J.MOss assisted by 5 staff members of the Bureau and 11 wages
employees. The staff members of the party consisted of a senior
radio technician, 2 drillers, a field assistant (shooter) and a
mechanic.

A twenty-four channel set of seismic amplifiers (T.I.C.621)
manufactured by Technical Instrument Company of Texas (now Clevite
Corporation) was used in conjunction with a T.I.C. 50-trace, 10 inch
camera. Twenty-four unmixed traces, twenty-four mixed traces, a
time break trace and an uphole trace were recorded.

The recording equipment was carried in a specially designed,
light-proof cab mounted on the back of a L.W.B. Land-Rover. For
reflection work T.I.C. 20 c.p.s. geophones were used in groups of
6 per trace place4 in line along the traverse at 22 foot intervals,
the conventional -6- mile split spread set-up being employed. For
refraction work T.I.C. 6 c.p.s. geophones were used close together
in pairs at the geophone pegs which were 220 feet apart.

Shot hole drilling was carried out by two Failing 750
truck-mounted drills, except during the last 3 weeks of the survey
when only one drill was in operation. Four water tenders were used
to supply the drills with water (one of these was kept as spare or
camp tender) and a fifth water tender was used as shooting truck.
The seismic party carried out seismic work at twenty-eight separate
localities in the northern part of the basin, working from four main
base camps. Reflection traverses were surveyed to provide detailed
information on the depth and structure of sediments in the basin.
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Refraction profiles were shot, at some places on gravity anomalies y
to determine the depth to basement at various localities in the
basin. These refraction profiles consisted of two refraction shots,
one from either: side of a one mile geophone spread. A single re-
flection hole was shot at the centre of each refraction profile It
was hoped that the profiles on prominent gravity anomalies would
provide a , basis for gravity interpretation0

Field work was carried out in the Karumba area .(see plate
2) from 14/7/58 to 5/8/58. Ths included 20 miles of continneus
profile reflection shooting and two refraction profilee, Whi0
working frbm Haydon from 8/8/58 to 21/8/58 the party shot six re-
fractionIprofiles at intervals of about 20 miles from Croydon to
Magoura.: From 28/8/58 to 6/10/58, while based near Macaroni ; the
party surveyed an 8-mile reflection traverse near the camp, a 2-mile
reflection traverse near the F.B.H. No.1 bore (Wyaaba Creek) and
twelve refraction profiles to the north and east of Macaroni. Be-
tween 8/10/58 and 21/10/58 refraction profiles were shot at Midlothe
Ian, Retreat and Morning Inlet. Working from a base camp at the
Gregory River crossing, the party surveyed seven refraction profiles
west of Burkotown between 23/10/58 and 11/11158.

During the survey a total footage of 23,070 feet was
drilled, including 268 single reflection and refraction shot holes
and 131 holes for reflection patterns shots. Depths of reflection
holes were usually 35 to 55 feet and refraction holes were usually
105 feet deep.

3. Egsmas 

Both the reflection and refraction seismic methods proved
very successful in providing useful sub-surface data in the Carpen-
taria Basin. In reflection work it was found that et most places
satisfactory results could be obtained using relatively small
charges in relatively shallow holes with multiple-sec geophones.
The Carpentaria region proved particularly suitable for refraetion
work since only two main velocities, very different in magnetudo,
were recorded in almost all parts of the basin.

A refraction velocity of about 7000 ft/sec was recorded
from the sediments. This was in agreement with a constant vertical
velocity of 7000 ft/sec determined from a T^analysis of the
Karumba reflection records. A refraction velocity of abou .?... 18 7 000
ft/sec was recorded from the basement rocks. The occurrence of
only two refraction velocities made the determination of fi'?st
arrival times on the records relatively easy and enabled the _: -!mple
2-layer method of refraction calculations to be employed with good
justification.

Relect ^Work.

The results of the reflection traverses will not be dis-
cussed in detail in this report. No significant structures likely
to produce oil traps were indicated by the reflection work. Indlce-
tions were that the sediments were generally flat or gently Wre7 -!Y
In conformity with the regional basement surface as indical„.J:L e/
the refraction work. The locations of reflection traverses A,B.0 and
D at Karumba with relating gravity information are shown on the -flap
on plate 3. The resulting correlation cross-sections are shown on
plates 1+ to 7^It will be noticed on the cross-sections that re-
flections deeper than the known basement are shown, The drill hole
(A.A.O. No08! and the refraction results showed clearly that basemen•
(felspathic quartzite) is at a depth of about 2300 feet. Most of
those deeper reflections which have been analysed critically vel.
clearly mult iples whose source of energy is the Initial reflacten
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frem baeement which is re-reflected from the surfaee; the times
of arrivals of the cleper reflections being conelstent with this
interpretation Similar deep reflectians on other cross-sectien•
are probably multiples, although ^may be reflections from
within the basement complees.

Oh both of the east-west traverses a fault was encountered
near he western side of the gravity anomaly with the downthrow
side co he west and with a vertical disp:anement of about 130 feastQ

The locations of traverse G I Macaroni traverse i Wyaaba
Creek, traveree M Dunbar, and traverse W, Gregory River are in-
dicated on the map of plate 2. These are at the same locations as
traverses GG, TI, MM and WW respectively.^The plotted results of
these traverses are shown on the cross-sections on plates 8 to Ilv

The reflection work at Karumba and Macaroni showed that
the gravity highs in those areas did not correspond to anticlinal
struetures in the sediments.,: The horizontal atti:euda of the sedi-
ments as revealed by the reflections near Karumba indicated that
another teat bore in that area was unwarranted at this stage.

.4.telItslan r_kk_sst (and associated reflection work).

The considerable number of refraction-reflection profiles
shot in the northern part of the basin have provided much useful
informatSon on the general configuration and depth of the basin.
The resu2se are summarized on the map on plate 2, which shows the
location; of the refractionsreflection profiles, the spet deptns
to baeosaent obtained and contours on the basement surface derived
from refraction-reflection spot depths and bore data. Gravity
contours at 3 milligal intervals are also shown for peetion of the
area.

One of the most important results of the seismic work
has been to show that there is little or no correlation between
gravity anomalies and depth to basement in the area. No structural
significance as far as the sediments are concerned can be attached
to the line of positive gravity anomalies from Mcgoura to Macaroni.
Trio refraction work indicates that the basement surface has many
nthaor irregularities and is commonly faulted with a displacement
of 200 feet or less. Local basement dips of up to several degrees
; . over a one mile geophone spread) were encountered in a number of
plaees, but sediments were nearly everywhere horizontal or gently
dipping away from the margins of the basin.

The seismic work has also provided information on the nat-
ure of the wsstern and eastern margins of the basin. Befos this
suesey various theories were held to explain the change In level
of the basal Cretaceous sandstone from 2300 feet.below sua
at 1-241rketown to heights of up to 500 feet above sea level at pla,
100 miles further west, Those theories variously noetulated a
series of arcuate faults, a single fault or a monocline. However
seismic work has shown that the basan shallows gradually from a
depth of about 2400 feet at Burketown to a depth of 200 feet or
Jess near Doomadgeo without any appreciable faulting or oudden
feleing, k similar gradual shallawing was observed fron Magourn
to Croydon at the eastern side of the basins To the northeast,
near Gamboolne, the situation is less clear° Between Highbury and
Gamboola a depth of 1500 feet Was recorded only about 20 ms .Lee roir
the margin of the basin. It is inferred that either the basin
deepens mra rapidly from the margin in ti'..71f , area or the margin is
faulted.

Demonstration by the seismic party that the substantie"



gravity anomalies in the area are not connected with bademert
relief has posed a problem in gravity interpretation e If the
anomalies origineee below the basement surface large and sharp
density contrasts are reautred to explain the gravity gradients
which are as steep as 4 milligais per mile in some places, The
theory that the gravity anomalies occur over denser basement rocks
appears to be contradictad by the bore data available. The Kariba
bore (A.A.O. No8) 9 which is situated an a gravity ridge 7 bottomod
in relatively light feispathized quartzite s and the Wyaaba
(F.B.H. No,1) terminated in a weathered basic igneoue

The other possible interpretation of the gravity rostts
depends on the assumption that the anomalies arise from density
contrasts in matter close to the surface, within the sedimentary
section. However there is no known geological or other evidence
to suggest that the density of the sediments should change apprec-
iably over a relatively short horizontal interval in the manner
suggested by the gravity results. There is not for instance, any
reason to suspect the existence of dense limestone reefs so far
into the basin as the Magoura-Galbraith line of positive gravity
anomalies, No considerable thickness of dense limestone were en-
countered in the Karumba bore.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The seismic survey carried out in the Carpentaria Basin •
from July to December, 1958 hae shown that both the reflecton and
refraction seismic methods are very suitable for providing oub-
surface information in the basin. Seismic work can be carried out
relatively cheaply and without unusually elaborate seismic equip-
ment Shot hole drilling presents few problems.

Seismic work north and east of Normanton has shown that
the basin deepens gradually towards the Gulf of Carpentaria in this
area. The western margin of the basin is not fault-controlled
south-west of Burketown; but rather the basin deepens gradually
towards the south-east corner of the Gulf as is the case on the
eastern side. The gravity anomalies do not correspond to 'easement
"highs" and "lows".

The basement surface has local irregularities, but the
sediments are in most places horizontal or nearly so. Sediments
and basement surface are displaced by faults in many places so
that fault traps may provide the best possibility for accumulations
of oil Within the basin. If such traps exist they could be located
using the seismic method. However experience at Kilrumba has shown
that a considerable amouht of detailed seismic work may be necessary
,to map the faults and to determine whether they are possible oil
traps suitable for drilling. At Karumba reflection work on the
two main traverses suggested the possible existence of a fe ,e't nete7.
the western side of the gravity anomaly, but refraction work
necessary in order to prove the faults existence.

The maximum thickness of sediments measured within the
basin was 3300 feet, but there are indications that a greater
thickness may exist under the southeast corner of the Gulf of
Carpentaria and possibly north of Rutland Plains,

5. 2&-hEN.cEs

Laing, A.C.M,, Power s F.E., - Geology and Geophysics of
and Stae'ecy s L.J• 1 1957^Carpentaria Authority to Prospect

9P Q1d. =esalaciamlaigtasj.LtA,
Report 1956.
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